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Building investment portfolios
with an innovative approach





we go further

When Bob James founded Raymond James in 1962, he established a tradition of 

helping clients meet their long-term financial goals. He recognized that clients 

need to develop investment time horizons and strategies consistent with their 

risk tolerance. He also recognized the potential benefits of hiring professional 

investment managers who specialize in managing portfolios. His approach, 

which is now called financial planning, represented a first step in using a disci-

plined, systematic strategy to manage risk and return.

During the past 50 years, many programs have been developed in an effort to 

maximize risk-adjusted returns. We believe that our approach to building invest-

ment portfolios designed to manage risk and return is one of the best choices 

available to clients today. In the pages that follow, we will describe the Raymond 

James Asset Management Services process, which is founded on the invest-

ment techniques used by some of the largest, most sophisticated institutions 

and made available to you through your financial advisor. Understanding this 

process is the first step toward managing the risk in your investment portfolio 

and developing a plan designed to help you reach your financial goals.

We invite you to learn more about Raymond James Asset Management Services 

and to understand the Raymond James difference.
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We believe that investors should be compensated for 

the risk they take in their investment portfolios. Many 

investment programs examine total return and total 

risk, where risk is defined as the volatility of a set of 

returns and measured by standard deviation. While this 

is a good start, we believe it does not go far enough in 

identifying and evaluating the different sources of risk 

and return. Specifically, the “total return, total risk” 

approach fails to distinguish between the components 

of risk and return generated by the market and those 

generated by the investment manager.

We evaluate and attempt to manage market risk and 

return through the asset allocation process, utilizing 

forward-looking assumptions in an effort to maximize 

the return potential at any level of risk selected. Using 

this approach, we seek to provide a better solution than 

using common “rules of thumb” or anecdotal approach-

es to asset allocation.

We select managers based on the excess risk-adjusted 

return (“alpha”) generated by the manager relative to its 

appropriate benchmark and the level of additional risk 

(“active risk”) taken on in pursuit of that alpha. Not only 

does this approach allow us to monitor the level of active 

risk in any portfolio (the “risk budget”), but it also helps 

ensure that the incremental performance in the portfo-

lio is coming from the manager rather than the market. 

Put simply, skilled managers should be able to gener-

ate alpha in any market environment. We would expect 

a high-alpha portfolio to provide incremental returns 

when the market is rising and, perhaps more important, 

reduce the downside in a falling market.

Risk budgeting is the process by which the risk in a 

portfolio is broken into its components in an attempt to 

manage total risk more effectively. We seek to manage 

market risk through the asset allocation process and 

manager risk by examining alpha and beta separately. 

This is the core of the Raymond James difference and 

the process by which we strive to ensure that investors 

are compensated for the risks they take.

the raymond James difference: risk Budgeting

Investing involves risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss. 

risk assessment

mercer
investments

ams
institutional 

research

ams due 
diligence

all 
groups

step 1
Develop forward looking  

risk, return and correlation  
assumptions for different  

asset classes

step 2
Optimize the asset  
allocation and build 
efficient portfolios
from the selected  

asset classes

step 3
Search for and hire high  

quality managers that have  
consistently compensated  
investors for the active risk 

taken and construct  
our clients portfolios

step 4
Continuously monitor every  

element of the process to  
ensure that we are providing  

an institutional quality  
program that works toward 

reaching client goals

GPM, Investment Objective, Risk Tolerance, Time Horizon
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step one

risk, return and correlation assumptions: the foundation of asset allocation

We believe successful investing begins with a long-term 

view. In partnership with a leading institutional invest-

ment consulting firm, we develop forward-looking risk, 

return and correlation assumptions for different asset 

classes to reflect our expectations. This is in contrast 

to other approaches, which rely almost exclusively on 

historical data.

The development of forward-looking capital market 

assumptions is based on examining the fundamental 

economic variables that influence risk and return in 

the capital markets and estimating the impact of those 

variables on future returns. For example, consider the 

returns for U.S. large-cap equities. These returns are 

composed of four factors: the income return (dividend 

yield plus share repurchases), real earnings growth, 

inflation, and price-to-earnings (P/E) expansion or 

contraction. Of these four, the influence of P/E is the 

most difficult to estimate accurately. P/E expansion and 

contraction played a substantial role in the bubble of the 

1990s and subsequent crash. Since we generally do not 

anticipate significant P/E expansion or contraction, we 

expect returns to be more consistent with the economic 

fundamentals.

It is generally believed that risk is easier to estimate 

than returns because it tends to be more stable over 

time. Although the capital markets have gone through 

periods of increased and decreased volatility, the total 

range of volatility over a reasonable time period has 

been narrower than a similar range for returns.

Correlation is how asset classes move in relationship to 

each other. A correlation of 1.0 indicates identical behav-

ior of the variables. A measure of -1.0 indicates opposite 

behavior, while 0.0 indicates no relationship whatsoever. 

The expected correlation among asset classes is gener-

ally driven by long-term trends, such as the increased 

integration of the world economy, differing reactions to 

interest rates, or the total expected level of inflation.

Rational capital market assumptions trace out a posi-

tive relationship between risk and return. Higher return 

potential is expected to be accompanied by higher risk. 

Although certain asset classes may have outperformed 

others over short periods of time, over the long run risk 

and return have been rationally related to each other.

Raymond James Asset Management Services uses a rational, 

disciplined approach that removes the emotional aspect 

of asset allocation and avoids trend-chasing behavior.

Our process inherently recognizes that the  
past is not necessarily a reliable guide to the future.

Variations to capital market assumptions are expected and specific sectors or industries are more susceptible due to their increased vulnerability to any single economic, political 
or regulatory development.

Asset mAnAgement services
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Investing in small-cap stocks generally involves greater risks, and therefore may not be appropriate for every investor. International investing involves additional risks such as currency 
fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards and possible political and economic instability.

step two

Building portfolios: Balancing risk and return potential

Using the capital markets assumptions regarding 
risk, return and correlation developed in step one, our 
objective is to optimize the asset allocation to build port-
folios that maximize the return potential at each level of 
risk. This range of risk/return relationships is commonly 
known as the “efficient frontier.”

In general, lower correlation among asset classes is 
expected to result in greater diversification benefits 
and, collectively, lower overall risk levels. Consider the 
diagram below. Risk reduction can be seen in moving 
from point C to point A: total risk is reduced at the same 
level of return potential.

If investors are comfortable with the level of risk in 
portfolio C, they would probably prefer to move to point 
B instead, enhancing their return potential at their 
selected level of risk. In this illustration, point B provides 
the maximum return potential at that level of risk. 

Along the efficient frontier, higher-risk, higher-return 
portfolios contain larger allocations of more volatile 
asset classes, such as international equities and small-
cap equities. Lower-risk, lower-return portfolios contain 
larger allocations of relatively less volatile asset classes, 
such as fixed income.

While diversification alone  
does not ensure a profit or 

guarantee against a loss, a properly 
diversified portfolio is intended to 
help you pursue your goals with 
less volatility by combining asset 

classes with lower correlation.

The intended  
reduction in volatility from 
diversification helps you to  

stick with your investment plan  
and stay on track with your  

long-term goals.

By attempting to offset the 
volatility of different asset classes, 

investors can seek additional 
returns at the same level of risk 

(illustrated by moving from point  
C to point B in the example).

Generally, investors expect to receive a higher 
return for assuming additional levels of risk. 
This relationship can be represented as a 
straight line (in light blue). With the addition 
of asset classes that do not move in lock step 
(meaning correlation is less than one), the risk/
return relationship changes. The representation 
moves from the linear relationship to the theo-
retical “Efficient Frontier” – a curve along which 
returns would be maximized at each level of risk.

the  efficient frontier
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The total risk and return of virtually any investment man-
ager is affected by the style of that manager. For example, a 
large-cap growth manager’s performance characteristics 
will be influenced by the performance of large-cap growth 
in general. As discussed, we believe that the selection of 
managers should be driven by the value they add, isolated 
from the effects of their segment of the market. Moreover, 
we believe that the manager must demonstrate the ability 
to generate sufficient additional value to compensate for 
the incremental risk and expense of active management.

understanding excess return
Most investors are familiar with the use of benchmarks 
and the expectation that good investment managers gen-
erate returns in excess of their benchmarks. However, 
managers can attempt to generate excess returns one of 
two ways.

The first method is to take on greater risk than the bench-
mark, as measured by beta. Beta is a measure of the 
volatility of the portfolio relative to the benchmark. Total 
return from beta is the “market” portion of the return; 
in other words, beta times the market return. High-beta 
portfolios are expected to be more volatile, returning 
more than the benchmark in up markets and losing more 
in down markets. Low-beta portfolios are expected to 
be less volatile, moving less than the benchmark in both 
directions. Generating excess return through beta, there-
fore, depends wholly on the direction of the market.

The second method used in attempting to generate 
excess returns is picking better stocks in better sec-
tors. After adjusting the excess return for the beta, or 
“market,” portion, any excess return can be attributed to 
stock selection. This beta-adjusted excess return, called 
“alpha,” is a useful measure of manager skill because it 
accounts not only for returns from the manager’s style, 
but also for the degree of risk that’s accepted within that 
style.

The primary value of finding managers who add alpha is 
that alpha is independent of market direction. Specifically, 
alpha should help to protect the downside in a portfolio. 
Consider managers A and B, who both generate excess 
returns of 1.5% when the market is up 8%. Manager A is a 
high-beta manager (beta = 1.25) who generates no alpha, 
while Manager B is beta-neutral (beta = 1.00) and gener-
ates 1.50% of excess return through alpha (see below).

Although it is impossible to distinguish between the two 
total returns in an up market, the value of alpha becomes 
clear in a downturn. Specifically, Manager A is expect-
ed to be down more than the market due to high beta, 
but Manager B is expected to be down less because of 
consistently positive alpha. Relating these concepts to 
upside and downside capture ratios, high-beta Manager 
A captures 119% of the upside, but also 131% of the down-
side, while alpha-generating Manager B also captures 
119% of the upside, but only 81% of the downside.

step three

hiring skilled managers: the search for alpha
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Upside Capture Ratio 119% 119%
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Beta and alpha managers:

A beta of 1.1 indicates a history of outperforming in up markets – and underperforming in down 
markets – by 10%. The market always measures a 1.0 beta. A negative beta indicates a tendency 
to move in the opposite direction of the market. Figures shown are for illustrative purposes only 
and are not intended to reflect actual returns for any portfolio or index.

Market capture ratios measure a manager’s performance relative to a benchmark. Upside reflects 
only periods where the market return is zero or greater, and downside reflects where it is negative.
A manager averaging returns of 11% over periods where positive benchmark returns averaged 
10% would have an upside capture of 110%.
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hiring skilled managers: the search for alpha

Active managers introduce additional risk (i.e., active risk) by attempting to beat 
their benchmarks, moving from point p to point q on the diagram. 
Skilled managers can add additional return (i.e., alpha), moving from q to p’, and 
improve the risk and return characteristics of the portfolio.
This chart is for illustrative purposes only.
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understanding active risk

Just as total return can be broken down into beta 

(“market”) and alpha (“manager”), total risk can be 

divided into market risk and the active risk introduced 

by the manager. High-beta strategies introduce higher 

levels of market risk, resulting in a total standard devia-

tion that is expected to be higher than the benchmark. 

Active risk is the extra volatility taken on by managers 

in pursuit of alpha. Put simply, to beat a benchmark, 

managers must do something different than the bench-

mark. These differences introduce extra volatility, or 

active risk. Although active risk is generally a relatively 

small portion of the total standard deviation of the port-

folio, it is an important measure of how substantially 

managers deviate from their benchmarks.

Because we focus specifically on the manager and 

exclude the effects of the market, we use alpha as the 

primary return measure and active risk as the relevant 

measure of risk. The ratio of alpha to active risk is called 

the “information ratio.” The information ratio is a stan-

dardized measure of incremental risk-adjusted return  

per unit of active risk taken. We search for managers 

who provide consistent alpha with reasonable levels of 

active risk, resulting in high information ratios.

Combining skilled active managers with the passive 

efficient portfolio created in step two is intended to 

further enhance the risk and return characteristics of the 

final portfolio. Relative to a passive portfolio designed 

using index-like investments, skilled managers should 

add consistent alpha at reasonable levels of active risk. 

Thus, the efficient frontier would be expected to shift 

up by the amount of alpha and increase volatility by the 

amount of active risk.

Incremental returns from asset allocation can be 

expected to diminish with increasing levels of risk as 

higher volatility asset classes make up larger portions 

of the portfolio. Therefore, if alpha remains constant, 

the potential benefit of using skilled managers would 

become relatively greater as investors move along the 

efficient frontier.
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A critical part of the consulting process is the regular review of both your 

objectives and your current portfolio. Your financial advisor will work with 

you on an ongoing basis to assess how changes in your situation may impact 

your goals and objectives and the appropriateness of your current portfolio.

Meanwhile, we continually monitor every element of the investment process 

to ensure that we are providing a quality program.

•	 We update the capital market assumptions twice a year. This allows us to 

recommend adjustments to the portfolios if the shape or location of the 

efficient frontier changes based on changes in the forward-looking risk, 

return or correlation assumptions.

•	 We continuously monitor all of our existing managers and search for addi-

tional skilled managers to offer in the program. We also terminate manag-

ers from the program if we lose confidence in their ability to add alpha.

•	 We provide performance reporting that measures managers against their 

benchmarks and portfolios against their custom benchmarks to deter-

mine if our managers are in fact compensating investors for the risk taken. 

All of these resources are dedicated to delivering the Raymond James differ-

ence to you each and every day. The ongoing consulting process helps iden-

tify changes that could alter your risk/return profile and ensures that your 

portfolio stays on track to achieve your long-term goals. With this process, 

you can have confidence that you are invested in a program designed to fit 

your needs.

step four

ongoing monitoring: our commitment to you

Don’t choose a portfolio  

manager based on sales tactics. 

Rigorous portfolio construction 

takes the emotion out of 

manager selection.



Your portfolio is managed by 

experienced institutional money 

managers who, we believe, have 

consistently added value through 

active management.



Of the four steps in the 

portfolio-building process, the 

final one is intended to align your 

portfolio with your investment 

goals and objectives.



You can have confidence  

that we’re taking steps to ensure 

your managers will adhere to 

their philosophy and process 

and avoid unexpected biases 

that may indicate trend-chasing 

behavior.

Asset mAnAgement services
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Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. There is no assurance that any investment program will result in 
success. Investing involves risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss. 

It is important to review investment objectives, risk tolerance, tax objectives and liquidity needs before choosing an investment style or manager. In 
making an investment decision an individual should utilize other information sources and the advice of their financial advisor. 

All investments carry a certain degree of risk and no one particular investment style or manager is suitable for all types of investors. Statements 
made herein should not be considered forward looking, and are not guarantees of future performance of any investment.

CAPITAL MARKET ASSUMPTIONS
In June of 2004, Raymond James entered into an agreement with Mercer Investments to provide AMS with their forward looking capital markets 
assumptions and to provide additional resources for our investment manager search and selection process.  This forward looking data is subject to 
change at any time and there is no assurance that the projections mentioned herein will be realized.  Variations to capital market assumptions are 
expected and specific sectors or industries are more susceptible due to their increased vulnerability to any single economic, political or regulatory 
development.

next steps

If you believe that Raymond James Asset Management Services may be right for you, your financial 

advisor will work with you to develop a customized proposal that recommends specific strategies 

that can help you work effectively toward your goals.

Thank you for taking the 

time to learn about Raymond James  

Asset Management Services.
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